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<p>Language is a powerful tool, offering a means not only to provide information and construe reality as the language user sees it <span class="citation" data-cites="Hallidayintroductionfunctionalgrammar2004">(M. A. K. Halliday &amp; Matthiessen, 2004)</span>, but also to influence and persuade <span class="citation" data-cites="Ryshina-PankovaDevelopmentalchangesuse2011 ThompsonPickingargumentPoliticians2013">(M. Ryshina–Pankova, 2011; Thompson, 2013)</span> to save face <span class="citation" data-cites="HinkelHedginginflatingpersuading2005">(Hinkel, 2005)</span>, to exert power <span class="citation" data-cites="FaircloughLanguagepower2001 PoyntonLanguagegenderMaking1989">(Fairclough, 2001; Poynton, 1989)</span>, to express truth claims <span class="citation" data-cites="ChafeEvidentialityEnglishconversation1986">(Chafe, 1986)</span>, and to negotiate with others. One of the core performative functions of language, accessible even to learners at the beginning of their language journeys, is the deployment of interpersonal resources to take on conversational roles and position oneself within a larger discourse community. This may involve the way second language writers express opinions, address the audience, and define themselves vis-à-vis their own culture or the culture of the second language (L2).</p>
<p>Developing the ability to interact with others and to fully express attitudes and feelings represents a crucial aspect of language learning, and mastering these interpersonal resources requires more than simply acquiring vocabulary and learning grammatical rules. Successfully aligning oneself with one’s readers and using evaluative language also requires awareness of genre and shared cultural references. Writers must not only take account of the levels of formality, self-reference, and xxx that are considered appropriate for the genre in which they are writing; they must also demonstrate awareness of the multifarious potential connotations of the attitudinal language they deploy. (At the simplest level of analysis, even the same lexical item can have divergent meanings depending on context; <em>hefty</em> might be an insulting choice when describing a person’s physical appearance but have more positive connotations in the context of a generous donation.) </p>
<p>Effective use of the interpersonal function of language, then, does not consist only of construing dialogic roles (e.g., who is giving or demanding information or goods and services); it also represents a component of literacy <span class="citation" data-cites="GeeWhatLiteracy1998">(Gee, 1998)</span>. Language users who are literate in a particular discourse can use interpersonal resources to successfully engage with members of that discourse community and achieve goals such as persuading their readers and reinforcing (or challenging) socially valued concepts through evaluative language. </p>
<p>Research on the way language learners develop and employ these resources can contribute meaningfully to curricular development by better providing language teachers with a better understanding of students’ meaning-making abilities at various levels of proficiency. However, I argue that this aspect of language learning has not been examined as fully as it could be, especially in languages other than English. While some approaches to language study, particularly systemic functional linguistics (SFL), certainly emphasize the importance of genre and interpersonal meaning making to language learning, studies conducted so far more often analyze L2 writers’ ability to organize their texts <span class="citation" data-cites="Ryshina-PankovaConstructingcoherentcohesive2006">(see, e.g., M. V. Ryshina–Pankova, 2006 on textual coherence and cohesion)</span> and make abstract arguments. </p>
<p>In this proposal,  I summarize approaches to the analysis of interpersonal resources in general and evaluative language in particular, including mentions of studies that have applied these approaches to a range of communicative contexts. I also identify what I see as the limitations of that research as it currently stands and propose a research study that would begin to fill some of those gaps.</p>
<p>##Background to the Present Study</p>
<p>==================</p>
<p>###Interpersonal Resource Frameworks</p>
<hr />
<p>Textual self-expression through interpersonal resources can take various forms, many of which can be conceptualized within the SFL framework. In SFL, the interpersonal metafunction of language encompasses the goal of the action performed by the speaker (e.g., demanding information, making a declarative statement, requesting goods) and the relationship (e.g., formal or informal, frequent or infrequent contact) between a text’s author and its intended audience <span class="citation" data-cites="Egginsintroductionsystemicfunctional2004 HallidayLanguagecodelanguage1984">(Eggins, 2004; Michael Alexander Kirkwood Halliday, 1984)</span>. Such interpersonal resources might include references to oneself, the making and evaluation of truth claims, and the appraisal of other writers or phenomena, as well as the graduation resources employed to strengthen or soften that evaluation. Many constructs that aim to capture various aspects of this textual identity have been studied in detail; for example, the concepts of evidentiality, <span class="citation" data-cites="ChafeEvidentialityEnglishconversation1986">(Chafe, 1986)</span>, voice <span class="citation" data-cites="MatsudaVoiceJapanesewritten2001">(Matsuda, 2001)</span>, metadiscourse <span class="citation" data-cites="HylandMetadiscourseExploringinteraction2005">(Hyland, 2005a)</span>, stance <span class="citation" data-cites="GrayCurrentconceptionsstance2012 GrayStancemarkers2015">(Gray &amp; Biber, 2012, 2015)</span>, evaluation <span class="citation" data-cites="HunstonEvaluationtextAuthorial2000">(Hunston &amp; Thompson, 2000)</span>, and APPRAISAL <span class="citation" data-cites="MartinEngagementgraduationAlignment2003 MartinlanguageevaluationAppraisal2005 WhiteAppraisalresourcesintersubjective2015">(Martin &amp; White, 2003, 2005; White, 2015)</span>, all model various means by which language users can construe dialogic roles in a text, align themselves with their audience, express attitudes, and make value judgments. </p>
<p>My study would draw in particular on APPRAISAL, an approach that conceptualizes aspects of stance, engagement, alignment, and evaluation within the broad framework of SFL. One major contribution of the overarching SFL approach is that it seeks to understand language in semantically (not syntactically) driven terms, emphasizes the co-construction of meaning with the reader, and examines the buildup of meanings at the textual level <span class="citation" data-cites="GalesIdentifyinginterpersonalstance2011 PoyntonLanguagegenderMaking1989">(Gales, 2011; Poynton, 1989)</span>. Early research on interpersonal resources typically focused on grammatical form rather than function and on author rather than audience; it also tended to use words and clauses as the level of analysis, rather than tracing an evaluative thread throughout an entire paragraph, stage, or text. The SFL-based approaches represent a continuation of the trend in later approaches toward interpersonal analyses that emphasize function (not merely form), co-construction of meaning with the reader, and a wide lens that traces patterns of evaluation throughout an entire text. </p>
<p>Martin and White (2005) developed the APPRAISAL system to investigate affectively, evaluatively, and epistemically motivated language choices. APPRAISAL includes the categories of ATTITUDE (which in turn includes APPRECIATION, the evaluation of things or concepts, JUDGMENT, the moral evaluation of people or actions, and AFFECT, the expression of subjective feelings), and GRADUATION (including FORCE, a measure of intensification of evaluation, and FOCUS, a measure of the degree to which something is a good representative of its kind). These categories may be realized through value-laden lexis or grammatical categories. The third component of APPRAISAL, the ENGAGEMENT system, concerns ‘moves’ <span class="citation" data-cites="SwalesGenreanalysisEnglish1990">(Swales, 1990)</span> writers can employ to position themselves toward a given topic and align themselves with their presumed audience <span class="citation" data-cites="WhiteAppraisalresourcesintersubjective2015">(White, 2015)</span>. One key difference between the APPRAISAL system and other frameworks is that APPRAISAL looks to the level of discourse semantics, not the level of lexicogrammar, to determine how evaluative meanings are made <span class="citation" data-cites="CoffinVoicesHistoryTheorising2002">(Coffin, 2002)</span>. The APPRAISAL approach therefore facilitates analysis of evaluation patterns that go beyond the level of the sentence or individual word. </p>
<p>Applications of Interpersonal Resource Frameworks</p>
<hr />
<p>The models discussed so far represent the major efforts, throughout the last few decades, to analyze the means by which speakers and writers construe their interpersonal relationships and roles, express a stance in relation to their audience and claims about reality, engage in dialogue and express solidarity with their audience, and perform evaluation of things and actors. Scholars in this area have applied these models to a wide array of linguistic goals, from descriptive analyses of academic writing, variations across writing in various disciplines, and narratives, to more pedagogically oriented studies of writing development among students in their first language, as well as writers in EAP, ESL, and L2 learning contexts. </p>
<p>APPRAISAL theory, the model I plan to employ, has demonstrated that it can be applied to a wide range of contexts, including academic writing <span class="citation" data-cites="Leeapplicationmultiplecoding2007 SwainConstructingeffectivevoice2007">(Lee, 2007; Swain, 2007)</span> discipline-specific writing <span class="citation" data-cites="CoffinVoicesHistoryTheorising2002">(Coffin, 2002)</span>, student writing at a variety of grade levels <span class="citation" data-cites="DerewiankaUsingappraisaltheory2007 LancasterExploringvaluedpatterns2014 LeeEvaluativestancespersuasive2015 LiuEvaluationChineseuniversity2013 Meiuseengagementresources2007">(Derewianka, 2007; Lancaster, 2014; Lee, 2015; X. Liu, 2013; W. S. Mei, 2007)</span> and L2 writing <span class="citation" data-cites="Ryshina-PankovaDevelopmentalchangesuse2011 ChinConstructinginterpersonalmeaning2017">(Chin, Taib, &amp; Mei, 2017; M. Ryshina–Pankova, 2011)</span>. An APPRAISAL approach can be particularly illuminating when exploring contexts that are suffused with emotion, or when successful communication depends on prior understandings; in recent years, for example, it has been used to examine how sex workers in South Africa construe and advertise their technically illegal trade <span class="citation" data-cites="AdendorffBustybabespassionate2013">(Adendorff &amp; Pienaar, 2013)</span> and to expand understanding of the levels of commitment that typically characterize written threats of violence <span class="citation" data-cites="gales_identifying_2011">(<span class="citeproc-not-found" data-reference-id="gales_identifying_2011"><strong>???</strong></span>)</span>. Studies based on the APPRAISAL framework often lend themselves to pedagogical implications, with several authors <span class="citation" data-cites="ChangExplicitlearningauthorial2016 CoffinVoicesHistoryTheorising2002 LancasterExploringvaluedpatterns2014">(Chang &amp; Schleppegrell, 2016; Coffin, 2002; Lancaster, 2014)</span> arguing that students can be explicitly taught patterns of evolution and ENGAGEMENT moves in order to improve their writing, rather than relying on more holistic comments. </p>
<p>Limitations of Current Research</p>
<p>========================</p>
<p>Current research on interpersonal resources, while capacious, is hampered by a vagueness of definitions, an arguably unjustified emphasis on academic writing, and a neglect of non-English languages. Some interpersonal resources have proved slippery to define, with many scholars have used the same term to capture slightly different aspects of language, as in the case of ‘voice’ <span class="citation" data-cites="MatsudaVoiceacademicwriting2007 StapletonresponseMatsudaTardy2008 HylandStanceengagementmodel2005 WhiteAppraisalresourcesintersubjective2015">(Hyland, 2005b; Matsuda &amp; Tardy, 2007; Stapleton &amp; Helms–Park, 2008; White, 2015)</span>. In addition, while there exist some studies, particularly within SFL, that examine the use of interpersonal resources in spoken conversation <span class="citation" data-cites="Yangcorpusbasedstudyinterpersonal2013">(Yang, 2013)</span>, music <span class="citation" data-cites="CaldwellinterpersonalvoiceApplying2014">(Caldwell, 2014)</span>, journalism <span class="citation" data-cites="HuanJournalisticengagementpatterns2015 MartinMourninghowwe2004">(Huan, 2015; Martin, 2004)</span>, and narrative <span class="citation" data-cites="Macken-HorarikAPPRAISALspecialinstructiveness2003 PageanalysisAPPRAISALchildbirth2003 RotheryInterpretingliteraturerole2000">(Macken–Horarik, 2003; Page, 2003; Rothery &amp; Stenglin, 2000)</span>, the bulk of research in this vein is limited to academic writing <span class="citation" data-cites="FlowerdewIdentityacademicdiscourse2015 HylandBringingreaderAddressee2001 LancasterStancereaderpositioning2012 LancasterExploringvaluedpatterns2014 LiuReportingstancesecond2014">(Flowerdew &amp; Wang, 2015; Hyland, 2001; Lancaster, 2012, 2014; Y. Liu &amp; Zhou, 2014)</span>. To the extent that interpersonal resources are examined in an L2 writing context, that second language is very often English <span class="citation" data-cites="BelcherscopeL2writing2013 IsaacModellingvoiceAppraisal2012">(Belcher, 2013; Isaac, 2012)</span>. I am unaware of more than one study <span class="citation" data-cites="Ryshina-PankovaDevelopmentalchangesuse2011">(M. Ryshina–Pankova, 2011)</span> that explicitly examines interpersonal resources in German learner texts. </p>
<p>I believe it will be fruitful to examine the use of interpersonal resources in other genres in which L2 writers can also distinguish themselves in their use of interpersonal resources. I am particularly interested in the genre of narratives; narratives such as fairy tales are often used to index culturally salient values, and writers’ use of evaluative resources can indicate how they view (and expect their readers to view) socially relevant phenomena.</p>
<p>One consequence of this lack of research is that students and teachers of German may not be fully aware of the linguistic resources language learners at various curricular levels may be able to use in order to successfully make evaluative meanings. This kind of meaning making goes beyond the acquisition of appropriate vocabulary; different types of interpersonal resources may be involved in evaluative moves, depending on the genre of the text in question. (For example, effective irony in fairy tale parodies is often accomplished by means of GRADUATION,<a href="#fn1" class="footnote-ref" id="fnref1"><sup>1</sup></a> while evaluation other genres might be characterized by a greater variety of inscribed or invoked ATTITUDE markers.) Understanding these patterns is an important step toward being able to effectively teach language learners to engage their audience in the ways they mean to.</p>
<p>This study thus responds in part to a need identified by Polio and Friedman <span class="citation" data-cites="PolioUnderstandingEvaluatingConducting2016">(2016)</span>, who have called for additional studies of second language writers beyond learners of English writing in genres traditionally found in educational settings. Crane (2016) has echoed the need for further investigation into non-academic genres, calling specifically for “more research on the genre [of letter writing] to identify salient and challenging aspects of personal letter writing in different L2 writing contexts” <span class="citation" data-cites="CraneUnderstandingEvaluatingL22016">(<span class="citeproc-not-found" data-reference-id="CraneUnderstandingEvaluatingL22016"><strong>???</strong></span>)</span>. </p>
<p>The Present Study</p>
<p>==================</p>
<p>For my dissertation, I therefore aim to elicit patterns of APPRAISAL use among student narrative composition. The proposed research project will consist of a pilot study, in which I will intensively analyze narratives produced by a small group of students of varying proficiency levels, and a larger data collection project encompassing all students enrolled in intensive German courses in the GUGD. Guided by patterns emerging from the pilot study texts, I will analyze types of APPRAISAL resources that characterize each of the three levels of the GUGD’s German language sequence. Collecting texts from multiple levels at once will allow me to conduct a quasi-longitudinal analysis, while collecting texts across two semesters will at least raise the possibility of following a single student across two levels of German instruction. </p>
<p>Research Questions</p>
<p>——————————</p>
<p>Analysis of the texts collected from the three intensive courses will be guided by the following broad questions, which will be further specified and/or modified depending on results from the analysis of pilot data.</p>
<ol type="1">
<li><p>What types of APPRAISAL resources (e.g., subtypes of AFFECT, APPRECIATION, and JUDGMENT) are typical of narrative tasks at each curricular level? Are these variations in types of APPRAISAL resources correlated with task type?</p></li>
<li><p>How does the prevalence of inscribed ATTITUDE, as compared to invoked ATTITUDE, differ across texts and curricular levels?</p></li>
<li><p>How are APPRAISAL resources typically realized lexically? How does this differ across texts and curricular levels?</p></li>
<li><p>In what ways are APPRAISAL resources typically realized syntactically? How does this syntactic realization vary across curricular levels? </p></li>
<li><p>Does the prevalence of a particular type of APPRAISAL resource, or of a particular syntactic realization, correlate with higher ratings on the GUGD’s humanities learning assessment scale?</p></li>
</ol>
<p>Research Design</p>
<p>==================</p>
<p>Pilot Study</p>
<p>—————————————</p>
<p><em>Participants</em>. Participants in the pilot study will include German language learners at each of the four curricular levels in the German Department, as well as native speakers of German. Participants will be asked to compose a narrative task that responds to a fairy tale that has cultural relevance for Germany and will take on the perspective of one of the characters featured in the text. Participant narratives would be analyzed for APPRAISAL markers. </p>
<p><em>Procedure</em>. Volunteers for the pilot study will be e-mailed the text of a fairy tale and will be asked to read the fairy tale independently before meeting for a joint writing session. The fairy tale was modified from a text taken from the Goethe Institut’s “Grimms Märchen zum Lesen,” a selection of twelve fairy tales expressly chosen and simplified for instructional purposes.<a href="#fn2" class="footnote-ref" id="fnref2"><sup>2</sup></a> Two graduate student instructors of German provided input on the text to be used for the pilot study. In order to make the text comprehensible for students at Level I, translations were provided for words that are less commonly found outside of fairy tales (e.g., <em>die Spule</em> ‘spool of thread’, <em>der Kessel</em> ‘cauldron’).</p>
<p>Having read the fairy tale, participants will been for a writing session of 1–2 hours, during which they will clarify any questions about the study, provide biographical information about their past experience with language learning, and compose a narrative in which they retell the fairy tale from the perspective of Goldmarie, one of the two central characters.  </p>
<p>In the task prompt, participants will be asked specifically to explore their character’s relationships with other characters in the story, express how their character feels about the events that take place, and address their audience either explicitly or implicitly. Participants will be encouraged to use their knowledge of the German language to the best of their ability in order to compose an effective narrative. In the hope of forestalling a situation in which students spend so much time checking their texts for grammatical mistakes that they do not compose a text of meaningful length, participants will also be told that grammatical accuracy is not a major focus of the study.</p>
<p>Using a fairy tale, which contains repeated actions and other features that may be familiar even to beginner students, as the common point of reference may make it easier to engage students at multiple proficiency levels. The activity of having students respond by assuming the role of a character has also been proposed by previous studies as an effective means of stimulating students’ creativity <span class="citation" data-cites="UrlaubDevelopingliteraryreading2011">(Urlaub, 2011)</span>.</p>
<p>Longitudinal / Cross-Sectional Data Collection</p>
<p>—————————————</p>
<p> </p>
<p>Research questions emerging from pilot study data will be applied to a larger selection of written texts collected from students in intensive German courses. These texts will be collected over three semesters (spring 2017, fall 2017, and spring 2018) in order (a) to elicit a large enough corpus for the emergence of meaningful patterns and (b) to allow for the tracing of individual students’ progress through two or three levels of the intensive curriculum. </p>
<p>The GUGD curriculum is characterized by a sequence of writing tasks that challenge students to master genres progressing from the personal (e.g., diary entries, personal letters, and other texts characteristic of discourse with intimates) to the public voice (e.g., speeches, a research précis, and texts characteristic of secondary discourses) <span class="citation" data-cites="GeeWhatLiteracy1998 ByrnesFramingWritingDevelopment2010 CraneModellinggenrebasedforeign2006 Ryshina-PankovaScaffoldingadvancedliteracy2016 Ryshina-PankovaWritinglearningknow2013">(Byrnes, Maxim, &amp; Norris, 2010; Crane, 2006; Gee, 1998; M. Ryshina–Pankova, 2016; M. Ryshina–Pankova &amp; Byrnes, 2013)</span>. </p>
<p>For the purposes of this study, the tasks below were selected because they belong to genres with similar characteristics, in which expressing evaluation would be a natural way for writers to achieve the communicative functions of the tasks. The tasks are either recounts or narratives and are directed toward an audience that would likely consist of friends, family members, and/or members of the wider discourse community sharing many of the writer’s cultural frames of reference. </p>
<ol type="1">
<li><p>Level I</p></li>
<li><p>„How I celebrated New Year’s&quot; (e-mail to friend/recount and description)</p></li>
<li><p>Accident in Deutschland (e-mail/recount)</p></li>
<li><p>Childhood memory (anecdote/recount)</p></li>
<li><p>Level II</p></li>
<li><p>Fairy tale (narrative)</p></li>
<li><p>Alternate ending to the novel “Herr Sommer” (narrative)</p></li>
<li><p>Level III</p></li>
<li><p>Thank-you letter based on text “Pakete aus Amerika” (recount)</p></li>
<li><p>Story based on text “Drei Freunde” (narrative)</p></li>
</ol>
<p><em>Participants</em>. Participants for the pilot study include Georgetown University undergraduates drawn from classes at curricular levels I through IV. All Georgetown undergraduates currently enrolled in a German language course or in the Level IV Text and Context course were invited to participate. Students were offered a small number of extra credit points in recognition for their assistance with this research project. Participants range in age from 18 to 22, and their previous experience with German language learning varies. Specific details of participants’ previous experience with German and other languages will be gathered with a biodata form similar to the form used to collect student information at the beginning of a semester. </p>
<p>Participants in the longitudinal data analysis include students in the three semester-long intensive German language courses (Beginner / Level I, Intermediate / Level II, and Advanced / Level III) taught in the spring 2017, fall 2017, and spring 2018 semesters. Placement in these courses is determined by the results of a placement exam administered at the start of each semester; students with no prior German experience, or who do not place into Level II, enroll in Level I <span class="citation" data-cites="MozgalinaMeetingchallengescurriculum2015">(Mozgalina &amp; Ryshina–Pankova, 2015)</span>. All students taking intensive courses were asked for their permission to collect and analyze the indicated writing tasks, which they had composed or would compose in the course of the class. (No additional writing will be required from these students.)</p>
<p><em>Measures</em>. Data from the pilot study and longitudinal data collection project will be analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. </p>
<p>Quantitative analysis is common to studies of evaluative language and the use of interpersonal resources in general. However, as Feifei and Liu (2017) point out, a too-narrow focus on quantitative analysis can blind researchers to the cumulative effect of patterns of evaluative language in context:</p>
<blockquote>
<p>To date, much of the literature that explores the language of evaluation and persuasion in media texts takes a quantitative approach. Studies often deploy corpus-based methods to identify one or a limited number of lexical terms or grammatical features seen as indicative of the register, or subcategorisations of types of texts. Quantitative studies of this kind may or may not be accompanied by additional qualitative aspects in which the researcher returns to source texts to explore local co-textual associations. Where corpus-based analyses are restricted to limited features in very local contexts, the scope of vision is significantly constrained as to what can be revealed about discourse patterns in general, and affiliation strategies in particular (Bednarek 2006, 2010a; Sanz 2011).&quot; <span class="citation" data-cites="FeifeiLiuStrategiesaffiliationmedia2017">(<span class="citeproc-not-found" data-reference-id="FeifeiLiuStrategiesaffiliationmedia2017"><strong>???</strong></span>)</span></p>
</blockquote>
<p>It is also important to recognize that a quantitative summation of types of APPRAISAL resources may obscure the extent to which APPRAISAL categories may have blurry boundaries, depending on the context in which those resources are used. Some lexical items may represent instances of APPRECIATION in one context and JUDGMENT in another, and readers may differ on the appropriate APPRAISAL category to use in some case (as would be expected from a model that encourages the development and refinement of new subcategories). Some APPRAISAL analysts have encouragers the use of multiple coding schemes, the better to recognize advanced writers’ ability to “exploit maximally the linguistic resources in response to the demands of a complicated context” <span class="citation" data-cites="AdendorffBustybabespassionate2013">(Adendorff &amp; Pienaar, 2013, p. 53)</span>. </p>
<p>This study will therefore draw on both quantitative and qualitative measures of analysis. Pilot study data will be coded for APPRAISAL markers, and a corpus analysis tool such as CLAN will be used to elicit frequency counts.<a href="#fn3" class="footnote-ref" id="fnref3"><sup>3</sup></a> Measures of essay quality will also be collected. Pilot study narratives will then be read closely with an eye to identifying patterns in the APPRAISAL items and instances of prosody built up by chains of evaluative items. </p>
<h1 id="references">References</h1>
<p>Appendix A</p>
<p>Appendix here…</p>
<p>##Appendix I: Task Prompt</p>
<p>After you have read the Märchen, please use a word processor to write your own version of the story in which you take on the perspective of one of the characters (of your choice). </p>
<p>Feel free to do any or all of the following themes in your narrative:</p>
<p>— explore your character’s relationships with other characters in the story</p>
<p>— express how your character feels about the events that take place</p>
<p>— address your audience either explicitly or implicitly</p>
<p>Remember to take on the perspective, thoughts, and attitudes of your chosen character rather than simply summarizing the action in the story.</p>
<p>This is not a writing task and will not be assessed for errors in grammatical details such as gender articles, adjective endings, and verb conjugations; do not worry if you cannot remember the exact word you’d like to use or the precisely correct way to express a particular sentiment. That said, please do not use any external aids (e.g., a dictionary, dict.cc, Linguee) while writing your narrative; we are interested in your ability to use language at this point in your studies. </p>
<p>Please feel free to take as much time as you like to write your narrative. Once you have finished, please save your document using the format “Narrative_[Your GUID]” and e-mail it to jq89@georgetown.edu.</p>
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